
Bahay Kubo (Nipa Hut) is considered a Filipino cultural
heritage, a symbol of being together. If you look inside,
a typical Nipa hut has no partition walls for rooms to
accommodate the whole family.

= Welcome home

Mabuhay Kubo (Tagalog)



The Nipa hut or Bahay Kubo is a kind of stilt house
that is native to the cultures of the Philippines.

It is also known as Payag or Kamalig in other
languages of the Philippines. Its architectural
principles resemble many Filipino traditional
houses and buildings built after pre-colonial times.

This includes the colonial period "bahay na bato", a
noble version of the bahay kubo with Spanish and
some Chinese main influence and has developed
into the dominant urban architecture in the past.

And there are also contemporary buildings like the
Coconutspalast, the Sto. Niño Shrine and the
Modernist; Cultural Center of the Philippines and
National Arts Center, which are modern buildings
that used Bahay-Kubo as a side influence.

Nipa-Huts



Bahay na bato or bahay na luma is a noble version
of bahay kubo with Spanish and some Chinese
influence.

This design evolved over time, but retained the
architectural roots of the Nipa hut.

Most often it looks like a stilt nipa hut standing on
stone blocks or bricks in Spanish style as a
foundation instead of wooden or bamboo sticks.

Kubos



Over time, the Kubos have evolved considerably due
to the influence of immigrant Europeans.

Our design is subject to the European building
standard.

Thus, the walls (double walls), windows and doors
are insulated to maintain a pleasant coolness inside.

All supply lines are also "flush-mounted".
All sockets are type F with 230 Volt voltage.

In the Philippines there is also 230 Volt voltage, but
with a frequency of 60 Hz.

We produce our own electricity with a frequency of
50 hz.

Bahay na bato



Open, cosy and appealing living atmosphere

Living Atmosphere



Kubos can be built in any size with different designs. Each Kubo is handmade by the Bamboo makers and is
therefore an unique specimen, since no mass production exists so far.

Kubo Sizes



Various building examples :

Building Examples
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Various building examples :

Building Examples



Standard Kubo:

Floor Plans Kubo



Luxury Kubo:

Floor Plans Luxury Kubo



Bamboo is also suitable for the entire furnishing of the home.

Living Room



Bamboo is also suitable for the entire furnishing of the home.
.

Bedroom



Kitchen, Cupboards



Dining Room


